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Introduction
Any discussion of the relationship between Orthodox Christianity and (Western) Europe
must inevitably take into account a phenomenon, which is not only widespread and
multifaceted, but is also quite influential both in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, namely
that of Orthodox anti-Westernism.1 The whole issue revolves around certain established and
standardised forms of an anti-Western critique found among countries of Eastern and SouthEastern Europe, whose overall culture has been influenced in a decisive way by Orthodox
Christianity over the course of a long history. The forms of anti-Western attitudes can be
observed at the level of statements and expressions as well as at the level of behaviour and
actions. These include, for example, specific discourses, habitual practices, particular
positions, social organisational forms and patterns of action. These characteristics do not
appear in isolation, but are often connected with one another for the optimisation of their
effects. These empirically observable anti-Western features suggest further the existence of
certain anti-Western mentalities too, which are taken to be the motivating forces behind these
attitudes. These presupposed mentalities can be seen to exist among individuals and societies,
among short-lived trends and institutions, among diffusedly expressed opinions and deliberate
political strategies, and among movements of protest and power structures.
Nevertheless, the term ‘anti-Westernism’ should not be taken as an unquestioned
historical fact, although it has been coined and established in academic usage for many years. 2
In other words, it should be made clear that anti-Westernism as a mentality is a specific
construction invented by scholars dealing with such phenomena and applied to them. Certain
Orthodox authors of the past have thus been classified under the anti-Western front because in
their works there were signs of a particular enmity towards the West. Yet, we are not in a
position today to know exactly their particular motives, their specific objectives and the
intellectual climate of their surrounding milieu. Therefore, our easy and convenient
schematisation ‘anti-Westerners’ may, in many cases, not be particularly revelatory, if not
actually misleading. These caveats intend to show, from the outset, the relativity of the
terminology created - often in an uncritical way - and call into question its broad applicability.
In the case of Orthodox anti-Westernism, one has thus to compare this phenomenon with
what others have considered up to now to be ‘anti-Westernism’ and to see their similarities,
analogies and differences. In addition, the Western perspective on these anti-Western currents
must itself be taken into account, since it is related to the main issue under discussion here,
namely the West and its wider impact.
In examining anti-Westernism in Orthodox Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, let us state
here that we are not dealing with a phenomenon restricted to these geographical and cultural
areas alone. On the contrary, it is about a much more widespread, if not global phenomenon,
which can be observed with varying frequency and intensity both in the past and the present
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time: in Islamic countries as well as in Asia, Latin America and Africa. 3 Anti-Westernism
reached its peak in the violent anti-American attacks of the 11th September 2001 in the United
States. These forms of anti-Westernism are mostly the direct corollary of the Western
political, economic and cultural expansion across the world in modern times in the wake of
imperialism and colonialism. This had often led to the simple export or the forcible
implementation of Western societal and cultural models upon indigenous peoples, while the
West as a whole had served as a model of imitation for many civilisational complexes across
the globe.
As expected, the adulterating influences of this Westernisation process, often identified
with the modernisation of indigenous cultures, did not remain either unanswered or
unchallenged. The latter did react in quite distinct forms and in many cases tried to preserve
their own identity, as for example, through the so-called nativistic and revitalisation
movements. Generally, in S.P.Huntington’s terminology, there are three basic models of
appropriating the West by indigenous cultures: rejectionism, Kemalism, and reformism.4
Aside from the earlier identification of Westernisation with modernisation, another model is
in vogue nowadays, that of syncretic, non-Eurocentric modernisation. This includes, among
other things, a respect for the local indigenous tradition during the process of social and
cultural transformation without uncritically endorsing the entire Western model. In our case,
Eastern Orthodox anti-Westernism is related not only to the former, but also to the latter
model of modernisation.
In addition to the anti-Western critique ‘from outside’, let us now look at the existence of
another anti-Western critique coming ‘from within’. This concerns an older philosophical
critique of the Western world which was established during the course of the 20th century.
This has been carried out by scholars such as Oswald Spengler, Arnold Toynbee and Noam
Chomsky, by Cornelius Castoriadis and other Marxists of various provenance, by the
Frankfurt School, by poststructuralist deconstruction, by anarchists, by the ‘Unabomber’ alias
Ted Kaczynski in the United States and by various social alternative movements. The
interconnection between these two forms of anti-Westernism is in some cases more than
evident. It is in this context that the Russian theologian Georgy P. Florovsky has taken the
term ‘pseudomorphosis’ from O. Spengler,5 which he has used to criticise the Western
influence upon Orthodox theology. However, the intriguing, multifaceted and far-reaching
critique of the West ‘from within’ will not be considered in this article because its
presuppositions and objectives are clearly distinct from those in Eastern and South-Eastern
Europe.
The Term “West”: Its Historical and Contemporary Meaning
Any contemporary dealing with anti-Westernism has necessarily to take into
consideration the meaning and the significance of the term ‘West’ nowadays. What is actually
meant by this term? It is quite clear that it does not any longer merely signify the specific and
narrow geographical area of Western Europe alone, whose development in modern times has
been marked by decisive breakthroughs in many domains.6 Today the West includes all the
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places of the world which have been influenced and impregnated by Western ideas,
orientations and ways of living (in society, politics, economy, culture etc.). The US is thus the
Western country par excellence. This is the reason why the older anti-Westernism is often
transformed nowadays into an anti-Americanism.7
Through the ongoing influence of modern communication technologies and the
globalisation process the world has become a single place to a greater degree today than ever
before in history. As a result, differences between cultures within the global melting-pot have
largely been minimised, while certain predominant patterns of thinking and acting which had
originated in the West, have acquired nearly universal application and establishment.
Consequently, anti-globalisation in many instances has taken the guise of anti-Westernism.
Yet, it cannot be denied that certain developments of contemporary global significance
originally had their roots in the specific cultural framework of Western Europe. This
discussion therefore calls into question the significance of the term ‘West’ nowadays, together
with its analytical potential. For some scholars, the splendid rise of the Western world has
already come to an end. What we are experiencing today is the intertwined global mass
society, which has not only transcended local and national frontiers, but has also acquired
planetary characteristics.8
Thus, the term ‘West’ has more an historical than a present-day significance and it must
be replaced by a more successful word to describe the present situation. This implies,
additionally, that modern anti-Westernism is not identical with the anti-Western currents in
eighteenth century-Eastern Europe or in late Byzantium. In other words, the evolution of antiWesternism itself throughout history and the interconnectedness of its various expressions are
issues equally worthy of systematic investigation. This caveat, however, does not pertain
exactly to Orthodox Christianity, in which history continues to play a very vital role. In our
specific context, the term ‘West’, despite recent developments, has so far not lost its historical
value and is closely related to the specific genesis of Orthodox anti-Westernism in
Byzantium. Historical events still remain vivid in the Orthodox collective memory, as if time
since the past has not elapsed. To mention a very recent example: When Pope John Paul II
during his visit in Greece in May 2001 asked for forgiveness for the sacking of
Constantinople by the crusaders in 1204, the trans-temporality of such historical events for
Orthodox believers was rendered quite evident. The publicity given to this gesture of apology
for an event that happened about 800 years ago among Orthodox media underlined the
significance of the past in this religious tradition.

The Roots of Orthodox Anti-Westernism and the Consequences of the Great Schism
Historically speaking, the phenomenon of Orthodox anti-Westernism is related to the
cultural, socio-political and religious opposition between the East Roman (Byzantine) and the
West Roman (Latin) world, which culminated in the Great Schism of 1054. There have been
several earlier indications of the progressing alienation between these two worlds, such as the
abolition of the West Roman Empire in 476. At the level of religion, there have also been
several minor schisms before 1054 with the temporary break of ecclesiastical communion
between Rome and the four Patriarchates of the East (e.g., during the Acacian schism between
484-519). Thus, the Great Schism of 1054 was nothing but the climax of an earlier
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estrangement process.9 It is worth mentioning, however, that the Great Schism was not at that
time perceived as a permanent separation of the two worlds. The Russian evaluation of the
events of 1054 attests to this10, despite the existence of a Russian anti-Latin theological
literature too11. Until 1204 one does not find any predominant inimical attitude or hatred
towards the Byzantines in Latin sources.12 Things changed, however, especially after the
events of 1204, which left an indelible mark upon the Orthodox world.13 In the course of
history, the Great Schism contributed further to the creation of a religious and cultural barrier
between the Orthodox East and the Latin West. Although this issue had today been forgotten
by many, especially by those outside the religious camp, and seemed to belong, rather, to a
distant past, its significance became evident again in Huntington’s geopolitical
conceptualisation in the mid-1990s.14 This perpetuation of the Great Schism towards a postCold War cultural and religious dividing line in Europe caused many reactions and
concomitant discussions, because it affected the issue of the wider European integration. The
newly acquired geopolitical significance of this old event was indicative of the role played by
religion in this context. Needless to say, Huntington’s ideas were judged negatively by the
majority of the non-Western world and thus offered fertile ground for a renewed appearance
of critical anti-Western voices. The whole controversy again brought into prominence the two
diverging ways of seeing each other, namely on the one hand the Western view of the East
(and the rest of the world), and on the other hand the non-Western responses towards the
West. Apart from this, the cultural gap between Eastern and Western Europe and the role of
religion in this process also become evident by examining the countries of Central-Eastern
Europe. There the majority of the population is Roman Catholic or Protestant, while the
Orthodox presence is very limited. These countries – not least because of their common
religious ties with Western Europe – tend to identify themselves with the West and thus are
eager to strengthen their relationship to Western Europe.15 It is not accidental, therefore, that
the new potential members of the European Union consist mainly of countries that have a
common religious tradition with the West.16
Let us now consider the consequences of the Great Schism, especially with regard to antiWesternism. It is perhaps more accurate to say that, from the point of view of the Orthodox
East, the contrast with the West has been much more emphasised until today than has Western
opposition to the East. This is due to the fact that, from the fifteenth century onwards, the
Eastern Orthodox world found itself in a position of backwardness in relation to the West, due
to various reasons (e.g., Ottoman rule in the Balkans, cultural lag in Russia). This separation
was further exacerbated by the religious opposition between the two worlds, which was
deepened even further during this period. Taking advantage of the inferior situation of the
Orthodox East, the Roman Catholic Church systematically attempted to expand its religious
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influence there. As might be expected, this resulted in the articulation of various anti-Western
responses on the part of the Orthodox East. Their consequences included dichotomising and
polarising attitudes towards the West as well as the generalisation of differences. The initially
relative and contingent separation of the two worlds was thus transformed into a metaphysical
gulf, which acquired the status of an ontological dualism.17
For the overwhelming majority of the Orthodox, from the late Byzantine times onwards,
the West signified a place out of which originated mainly dangers for Orthodox Christianity.
Orthodox anti-Westernism became even stronger after the fall of Byzantium in 1453, when
Eastern Europe tried to compensate in various ways for its multiple deficits vis-à-vis the
increasing significance and worldwide impact of the West. The West as a whole - and not
only in religious terms - was further demonised as a place inhabited by heretics, who had not
preserved the inherited Orthodox faith in its unadulterated form. Such attitudes can be
observed among numerous Orthodox groups ranging from the Russian Old Believers in the
seventeenth century18 to the rigorist Old Calendarists in twentieth century-Greece.19 Due to
this generalisation of differences, modern science was rejected by several Orthodox groups in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as representing something coming from the fallen and
heretical West.20 Dreading the strong Western influences upon the East, many Orthodox went
so far as to construct perpetual and eternal enemies out of the West and to suspect a general
Western conspiracy which aimed at conquering the Orthodox East. In reality, such Orthodox
fears were not altogether imaginary and unfounded, if one considers the clear intention of the
Roman Catholic Church at that time, which was to infiltrate and to control the Orthodox
East.21 The foundation of the Collegio San Atanasio in Rome in 1577 by Pope Gregory XIII
to educate Orthodox students who had converted to Roman Catholicism and the foundation of
the Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fide in 1622 are two cases in point.22
It is particularly interesting to observe certain anti-Western coalitions along otherwise
incommensurable lines which took place at that time, namely between Orthodox and Muslims
in the Eastern Mediterranean area. This phenomenon of anti-Western solidarity, which can
already be observed in nuce at the period of the Crusades23, was further strengthened during
the last remaining centuries of Byzantium. Despite the organised efforts of many Byzantine
emperors to achieve a union with Rome at any price in order to face the imminent Ottoman
threat, this compromising policy never found a positive reception among the large Orthodox
population, clergy and laity alike. The failure of the most important attempt at a union in
Ferrara / Florence in 1438/39, i.e., fifteen years before the fall of Constantinople to the
Ottomans, attests to this. In fact, many Orthodox at that time seemed to prefer an Ottoman
domination over Byzantium than subordination to Rome. The former was considered to be a
lesser evil, while the latter was seen as leading directly to the loss of the Orthodox faith. This
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strong anti-Western spirit is exemplified vividly in a characteristic saying of the time: Better a
Turkish turban than a Latin tiara.24
Furthermore, Orthodox anti-Western feelings were strengthened during the long period of
Ottoman rule. The privileges bestowed upon the Patriarch of Constantinople by Sultan
Mehmed II (1444-1446, 1451-1481) had a clear political motivation, namely to alienate
Eastern and Western Christians and to avoid a renewed common Christian crusade against the
Ottoman Empire. This preference for the Ottomans instead of Western Christians was also
religiously legitimised under Ottoman rule and was used to wipe out Orthodox ‘revolutionary’
plans for liberation. The main argument was that Ottoman rule over the Orthodox was
ordained by divine providence. God’s plan was to save the Orthodox East from a potential
subjugation to Roman Catholicism, which would have led to the final loss of Orthodoxy. That
is why God allowed the Ottomans to conquer the Orthodox East, who had in fact left
Orthodoxy intact. In addition, the Sublime Porte occasionally tried to use these ideas for its
own interest (e.g., during Napoleon’s campaign in the Levant). This can be inferred from a
booklet entitled Παηρική Διδαζκαλία (= Paternal Exhortation) published in Constantinople by
the patriarchal press in 1798 under the name of the Patriarch of Jerusalem Anthimos.25
Orthodox and Ottoman anti-Westernism were far from being identical, but their eventual
‘cooperation’ was not out of the ordinary. It is also worth mentioning that an analogous
attitude towards Muslims and Western Christians can be observed in thirteenth centuryOrthodox Russia. Tsar Aleksandr Nevsky gave preference to a coalition with the Tatars and
Mongols over an anti-Muslim alliance and a union with Rome, which had been proposed to
him in 1248 by Pope Innocent IV.26
A closer examination of a certain phenomenon is crucial for understanding the ongoing general and not only religious - estrangement between East and West at that time and the
concomitant Orthodox anti-Westernism. This factor is the continuous bivalent comparison
between the two worlds and the quest for superiority of the one over the other. This can
already be observed in the Byzantine period, although the Byzantines, considering themselves
to be the new elect people of God, were generally convinced of their superiority over other
peoples.27 This sense was mainly due to their Orthodox faith and their additional
achievements (in technology, in arts, in politics and diplomacy etc.). Only during the last 150
years of the Byzantine Empire was there a growing dissatisfaction with the Empire’s observed
decline and with the quest for fresh knowledge and ideas from other sources including the
West.28 Such an innovation was attempted not only in the domain of science and technology
(e.g., Cardinal Bessarion’s appeal in the 1440s to the leader of Mystra - and later last
Byzantine emperor -, Constantine XI Paleologue, to send certain young people to Italy to be
educated in modern technology and to import this knowledge back to Byzantium in order to
face the expanding Ottoman threat29).
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The same is true in the domain of theology too, as the Greek translation of Thomas
Aquinas by Dimitrios Kydonis clearly shows.30 Yet, although Byzantine refugee scholars did
contribute a lot to the rise of the Italian Renaissance, the cultural seclusion of the Orthodox
East from the tremendous developments in the West after 1453 was still the case for a long
period of time. This seclusion was further intensified in the Balkans by the impact of the
Ottoman domination, which up to the seventeenth century was not particularly open to
Western influences. At the same time, the undeniable progress of the West, together with its
unavoidable influence and attractiveness, enhanced its general image as a model worthy of
imitation. This was a reality for the Orthodox East too, where the demand for Westernisation
was publicly voiced in various contexts from the eighteenth century onwards.
This new situation, however, proved to be a stumbling block for the Orthodox adversaries
of the West, who tried to continue the long line of anti-Western polemics which had been
raging since the late Byzantine times. During the modern period they developed various
compensatory mechanisms against the growing Western influences. Their aim was to
compensate for the multiple deficits of the Orthodox East and its inferiority complex in
comparison to the West by formulating counterarguments and by articulating specific
defensive strategies. In the end, they intended to prove that Western superiority was not only
a deception, but was also a trivial and unwelcome element for the Orthodox East. For
instance, from an Orthodox perspective Western scientific achievements have been often
considered as problematic, because they were associated with atheistic or irreligious
worldviews and could be detrimental to the salvation of the soul. For this reason, Orthodox
Christians were admonished to look for more holistic approaches to science, as had
traditionally been practised in the East.31
Further, it was argued that the Orthodox East had no reason for feeling inferior to the
West. Among the arguments adduced, one placed particular emphasis upon the possession of
religious truth. In other words, Orthodox, being in possession of the authentic Christian truth,
were considered superior to the heretics of the West. The latter were mistakenly proud of
certain advances in mundane domains, but were far behind in terms of religious authenticity.32
This criterion was thought to be sufficient for establishing Orthodox superiority. The whole
process of bivalent comparison between East and West belongs to the typical aspects of
Orthodox anti-Westernism. It can be observed in differing forms throughout the history of the
Orthodox world, ranging from the patriarchal encyclicals against the West under Ottoman
rule up to the Slavophile controversy in the nineteenth century and to the neo-Slavophile
renaissance in post-communist Russia. This comparison between different cultures with
axiological interest has been examined by Rainer Grübel and Igor’ P. Smirnov33, who termed
this particular aspect of Russian cultural philosophy in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries culturosophy. The latter can be defined as a binary structured and bivalentlyoriented thinking in comparing different cultures, in which the quest for differences prevails
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over the quest for common elements.34 It is obvious that this pertains especially to the
comparison under discussion, i.e., between East (culture 1) and West (culture 2).

Anti- and Pro-Western Currents: Their Encounter, Conflict, and Antinomies
This last issue brings us to another side of the whole story, namely to the strong proWestern currents and attitudes found in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. As expected, the
Western superiority in various domains did not only have a general impact upon the East, but
also created a series of admirers there. This included particular social strata (political leaders,
students, scholars, merchants), who had entered at some point in their lives into contact with
the West and vividly experienced the multifaceted Western progress. As a result, they began
to support closer ties with the West, exercised severe self-criticism and intended to bring
Eastern Europe as a whole into the group of Western civilised nations. The impact of the
West upon the East was achieved through various channels (from ‘above’ and from ‘below’
alike) and was further deepened by the physical presence of Western people in Eastern and
South-Eastern Europe (from clergymen and ambassadors to scientists and merchants). In this
way, alongside the group of anti-Westerners there have always been various pro-Western
movements, ranging from moderate to enthusiastic admirers of the West. The coexistence of
these currents is a constant phenomenon in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe and can be
observed from the late Byzantine times up to the renaissance of anti-Western discourses in
post-communist Russia.35
It goes without saying that these opposing orientations and binary oppositions (East vs.
West, Pro-Eastern vs. Pro-Western) fell into fierce conflict with one another. This continues
in various expressions today and still creates huge dichotomies that reveal the major identity
problems among the Orthodox in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe.36 This is basically the
reason why Huntington has called Russia and Greece torn countries pointing to the divisive
consequences of these divergent orientations.37 This bipolarity in the construction of the
specific Russian culture at least up to the eighteenth century had already been examined by
Yu.M.Lotman and B.A.Uspensky.38 In their view, all the basic cultural values (ideological,
political, religious) in Russia are placed in a bipolar value field, which was dichotomised by a
sharp demarcation line and did not allow the existence of a neutral axiological zone. Although
this theory is not entirely accurate with regard to particular aspects of the entire Russian
culture39, it can still be argued that the aforementioned binary, disjunctive model had a certain
priority in Russian cultural and historical philosophy. This pertains, of course, to the
opposition between Orthodoxy and the West, as was the case in the Russian cultural
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philosophy of the nineteenth century. It is also worth examining to which degree the Lotman /
Uspensky theory may be applied - mutatis mutandis - to other Orthodox cultures.
It should be made clear, however, that the aforementioned rather sharp distinction
between anti- and pro-Western orientations is more or less schematic, for it does not do
justice to various paradoxical cases that belong to neither of the two categories. To mention
but a few examples: there are nowadays many Greek Orthodox rigorists who are outspoken
and firm opponents of any Western influence upon Orthodoxy and consider themselves as
faithful keepers of the authentic Christian tradition. These, however, do not hesitate to
translate American Protestant literature of fundamentalist provenance against the evolution
theory into modern Greek.40 Such a theological transfer takes place in a smooth way without
any questioning of the great differences between the two religious and cultural traditions and
despite the general anti-Western orientations on the Greek Orthodox side. One reason
explaining this peculiar situation may be found in the Biblical literalism, which exists, though
with a different historical and theological background, in both traditions.
In some other cases, the use of modern scientific ideas or technical devices of Western
provenance is considered as a sine qua non, while the Western spirit underlying them is
categorically denied. Finally, in his Rossiya i Evropa (1869) Nikolai Danilevsky (1822-1885)
often used Western science in order to demonstrate the basic cultural difference between East
and West.41 Regarding the different Christian confessions, he followed Khomyakov and
accepted his sobornost’ (catholicity) as an antidote to the Western emphasis upon
particularity. Nonetheless, in the opposition between these cultures sobornost’ was not much
of a help. This is why Danilevsky resorted here to war as the sole means of success, which,
however, had also been associated with Western aggressiveness.42
Such cases reveal exactly the antinomies and the cultural ‘schizophrenias’ connected with
this polarity between East and West. In such paradoxical cases, it is always helpful to look at
their particular background and their objectives. In this way, despite oversimplifications and
easy categorisations, we may focus on these paradoxical phenomena that reveal the many
‘grey areas’ between the main two opposite camps. For some Orthodox though, this – falsely
called schizophrenic – attitude towards the West is neither a problem nor a disease. Rather, it
exactly embodies a central characteristic of the particular Orthodox ethos, namely thinking
and acting in contradictory ways. The abolition of all contradictions is considered by them to
be a Western neurosis, which has led to an uncritical social optimism, to the creation of ‘great
mythologies’ and finally to their tragic fall. On the contrary, the Orthodox East has always
been moderate and from the very beginning recognised the inherent contradictions in all
things and situations. This is why it has acknowledged early enough the relativity of all
human endeavours and the fruitless Western attempt to abolish all contradictions. According
to these Orthodox, the continuous coexistence of good and evil is not something wrong, but
represents the complementary way of all things in the past, at present and in the future. To
acknowledge this is not a schizophrenic, but on the contrary a well-thought out and deeply
realistic position.43 The link between this contradictory philosophising underlined by authors
with an Orthodox background and poststructuralist strategies of self-contradiction (L.Shestov
- J.Derrida)44 deserves further investigation.
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It is also interesting to explore, in the present context, the change of course among certain
Orthodox, namely from the pro-Western to the anti-Western camp and vice versa. This is
extremely vital in order to avoid viewing anti-Westernism as a monolithic and clear-cut
phenomenon. This change of attitudes is often connected with significant events in one’s own
life (biography), which directly affect the realm of ideas. These cases also show that, with
regard to the West, it is often difficult to keep solely one basic and uncontaminated stance.
Radical changes and concomitant discontinuities are thus not out of the ordinary. 45 Vladimir
Solovyov’s (1853-1900) intellectual evolution is an example of an early anti-Western attitude,
which later turned into an all-encompassing religio-philosophical vision that included the
Western tradition. He started his philosophical career with his dissertation Krizis zapadnoi
filosofii (1874) and his systematic exposé Filosofskie nachala tsel’nogo znaniya (1877). In
these two works there are clear signs of Slavophile ideas and topics: a critique of Western
individualism, atomocentrism and rationalism46; in addition, a critique of the supposedly
hyper-rational Scholasticism, a theme already present in Ivan Kireevsky’s thought. Solovyov
began to relativise his earlier anti-Western invective from 1880 onwards, while in his
Chteniya o bogochelovechestve both positions had been still evident. In the 1880s and 1890s,
Solovyov integrated previous one-sided positions and included the one regarding the West in
an all-encompassing ecumenical teleology, which was reminiscent of a conciliatory abolition
of bipolarities within a Hegelian frame. In this way, Solovyov created his whole oeuvre in the
form of a dialectic, which intended to integrate everything.
There is also another direction, namely the dialectical and radical abandonment of a
theory that had been believed previously. In the present case, this has to do with a turn from a
pro-Western to an anti-Western attitude. This has been exemplified by the Vekhi-authors, the
later well-known religious philosophers, who had contributed to this collective volume of
1909: Sergei Bulgakov (1871-1944), Nikolai Berdyaev (1874-1948) and Semen Frank (18771950). These had left behind their early fascination with Marxism and started criticising
socialistic utopias of a this-worldly salvation as mistaken and misleading. Through an
intermediate stage (Bulgakov’s Ot marksizma k idealizmu and the collective volume
preceding the Vekhi, Problemy idealizma) they gave up the immanentist Marxist eschatology,
which appeared to them as a Western one, and instead embraced Eastern Orthodox models.47
Similar radical turns in personal biographies can also be observed among the NeoOrthodox current in Greece in the 1980s. This diffused and unorganised elitist intellectual
current consisted to a great degree of former Marxists. These had suddenly started to look for
the authentic elements of the indigenous Greek tradition in order to build a Marxist theory
specifically destined for the Greek case and to avoid importing foreign (Western) ideas.
During this quest they were unavoidably confronted by the religious past of the country,
namely by the Orthodox tradition, and thus they began to consider it from another, more
positive angle. A common element in the Neo-Orthodox current has been its strong antiWesternism and the greatest possible dissociation between Eastern and Western Christendom.
These intellectuals also came into contact with some Greek theologians (C.Yannaras) who
were trying to locate specific common ideals and objectives. Consequently, their obvious
solidarity on the issue of anti-Westernism became immediately a major point of
convergence.48 To mention also another relevant example: more recently, the phenomenon of
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transition from Marxism to Orthodoxy has been witnessed among the so-called ‘regenerated’
or ‘new-born’ Orthodox in post-communist Serbia too.49
The „Secularisation‟ of Orthodox Anti-Westernism
Orthodox anti-Westernism is not a phenomenon of a purely religious nature. Rather, there
are many other parameters that often play a significant role either directly or otherwise in this
conjunction. There are, for example, political and social anti-Westernisms, which are equally
widespread in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. Although never purely religious, the initial
opposition between East and West has thus to a certain extent been ‘secularised’. AntiWestern mentalities may be embodied by quite distinct societal sectors in today’s functionally
differentiated societies. In this way, aside from religious needs, anti-Westernism may satisfy
various psychological, social or political needs, and may be promoted by various independent
groups. It may harden national and social identities and create boundary-posturing
mechanisms. We may even talk of the socio-political exploitation of Orthodox antiWesternism, which had already been practised in another context by the Ottomans. If one
takes into consideration the anti-Western orientations of the early socialist government of
PASOK in Greece (in the 1980s), one gets a better idea of the wider function of antiWesternism.50 This has also caused Huntington to claim that Greece has never been a good
partner of NATO and the West, and that this can be attributed to its specific religious tradition
too.51 In the Russian case, during the Soviet period though, a particular anti-Western (anticapitalist) policy was followed, whereas even the Russian Orthodox Church was used
systematically by the anti-religious regime to keep the distance to the West (cf. the initial
sceptical attitude of the Russian Orthodox Church towards the ecumenical movement).52
Nonetheless, this does not imply a complete identification or linear continuity between the
Orthodox and the Soviet anti-Westernism.53 This constellation of various anti-Western
currents can also be observed in Serbia during the 1990s, where the Orthodox Church
suffered a lot from its systematic exploitation by the regime of Slobodan Milosevich in his
opposition to the Western world. This whole situation gave rise again, among other things, to
a considerable amount of anti-Western literature.54 Generally speaking, however, the
particular reasons as to why a certain social, political or intellectual group may choose a proor anti-Western attitude must be examined in a differentiated way against concrete historical
material.
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The same pertains to the anti-Western Orthodox mass responses, for example, towards
the decisions of political elites, who played a principal role in initiating and imposing
Westernisation - even with the use of force - (e.g., in Russia by Peter the Great, whose proWestern reforms later became a model deemed worthy of imitation in the entire SouthEastern Europe, and in the various Balkan states after their gradual liberation throughout the
nineteenth century). Popular protest movements of an overtly religious character often had a
different hidden character. In other words, they reflected social and economic dissatisfaction
vis-à-vis the policies and influences of Westernisation. A popular protest movement of this
kind appeared in Greece in the 1840s under the leadership of a monk named Christophoros
Panayiotopoulos, alias Papoulakos. He reacted in this way against the policies of the Bavarian
regime of King Othon of Greece.55 This attests to the fact that anti-Westernism possesses a
great potential both for the transformation and the transposition of conflicts. In other words,
purely religious conflicts may be transposed into secular contexts and lose their religious
specificity. The ‘worldliness’ of Orthodox anti-Westernism thus has many facets. AntiWesternism may take the form of an extreme nationalism, which can function as a surrogate
for religion too.56 Orthodox anti-Westernism and its resentments can also be translated into
their cultural equivalents. They can acquire a general philosophical or a literary status (cf. the
debate between Slavophiles and Westernisers in nineteenth century-Russia and then
F.M.Dostoevsky’s literary reproduction of the above debate).
Apart from this, both the meeting and the collision between Eastern and Western societal
and economic models of development have also led to the merging of anti-Western attitudes
with East European economic and social theories. The search for alternatives within the
indigenous culture and based on its own intellectual tradition was a defensive mechanism for
the East against the wholesale importation of foreign, Western models of development. In this
way, there have been interesting alliances of anti-Westernism with anti-capitalism (e.g.,
Slavophile agrarian communism)57 and anti-Marxism (e.g., agrarian anarchism)58.
Transnational Pan-Orthodox alliances against the West have been common, while, on the
political and cultural levels, the phenomenon of Panslavism exhibited clear anti-Western
features too.59 These kinds of reactions against the West should also be viewed in relation to
the Orthodox sense of mission towards the West and the rest of the world.60 Many Orthodox
are still fully convinced of their real superiority towards other peoples and of their salvific
mission in the world. They intend to propose solutions to world problems from the Orthodox
repertoire, which are seen as unique and realistic. This Orthodox messianism compensates
again for the inferiority complex of the East towards the West.
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Orthodox Anti-Europeanism and the Role of Western Bias
The relevance of Orthodox anti-Westernism today is evident from its close relationship to
another parallel phenomenon, namely to Orthodox anti-Europeanism. The latter is rather a
recent phenomenon, but is closely related to the negative attitudes developed by the Orthodox
towards the West in earlier centuries. Orthodox anti-Europeanism today is not directed
against the idea of Europe as such, but against the specific conception and construction of
Europe promulgated and disseminated by the West. Historically speaking, the term ‘Europe’,
though originally of Greek origin, has had quite another significance in the East than in the
West. For instance, the Byzantines did not have a clear geographical conception of Europe as
a continent, because their empire lay in the middle between Asia and Europe. 61 Furthermore,
in the eighteenth century Europe was not simply a geographical term for including the entire
European continent up to the Urals, but a term of exclusion in a political, religious and
cultural sense and - interestingly enough - became synonymous with the West. The Orthodox
in the Balkans under Ottoman rule and in Russia did not feel to be part of Europe. 62
Enlightened Europe (Europe éclairée) has thus been for them an external model for imitation.
Although this older identification of Europe with the West has principally vanished
today, it is still interesting that in East European everyday usage (e.g., in Bulgarian, Greek,
Russian) Europe is often considered as something lying outside one’s own realm and as
referring to the others.63 Surprisingly enough, this can be observed even in Greece, although
this country has been a full member of the European Union since 1980. 64 Thus, while some
previous alliances (e.g., with anti-Marxism) have lost their relevance today, contemporary
Orthodox anti-Europeanism represents an important social phenomenon, whose roots and
background are not fully captured by politicians and policy makers, who tend to
underestimate or neglect these factors. This has to do with the fact that Europe as a politicalcultural idea has experienced a considerable evolution along different religious, historical and
political lines and has been articulated in quite distinct ways. For this reason, it has become
difficult to create a permanent idea of Europe which would be capable of including all the
various notions about it which have been developed in history. The danger of exclusivism and
of subjective criteria in the present issue, both internal and external, always remains
imminent, as N. Danilevsky has noted. To the question if Russia belonged to Europe, he
answered that this was rather a matter of personal taste. For some, it belonged to Europe and
for others it did not. For others though, it belonged partly to Europe, while the extent to which
it belonged was again a matter of taste.65
To do justice to both sides, it must however be mentioned that the cultural and religious
separation between East and West cannot be reduced to the impact of Orthodox antiWesternism alone. Without denying its role and impact, it should not be forgotten that the
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West has produced several counterparts to Orthodox anti-Westernism, which have also
contributed to the estrangement of the two worlds. We are referring here to the various
ideologies within the Western world that have shaped the perception of the non-Western
others. In fact, the exclusion of the Eastern Europe from the European continent and
civilisation is also due to Western Europe itself, which identified Europe with the West.66 For
example, if the European idea is traced from the time of Charlemagne onwards, then this
amounts to a complete neglect of earlier historical developments. In addition, the history of
Eastern Europe as a special academic field did not usually fall under ‘European History’, a
fact which has only recently been called into question.67 In this way, even modern Western
historians are still perpetuating exclusivist notions of Europe that do not do justice to the
richness and the variety of European culture.
The lack of understanding and prejudice against the East and Orthodoxy are
characteristics already observed during the Byzantine era, even before the Great Schism.68
These have experienced a long evolution and contributed to the creation of the specific
construct of Eastern Europe and of Orthodox Christianity in the West today. 69 This was often
caused by writers who had never set foot on Eastern soil, such as Voltaire with regard to
Russia and Rousseau with regard to Poland. Even when Western thinkers visited Eastern
Europe, their observations failed to depict Eastern reality and, instead, merely revealed the
prejudices of their authors. In addition, almost all Western commentators on Eastern Europe
up to the late eighteenth century looked upon it as half-barbarian and half-civilised (S.
Herberstein, A. de Custine et al.). This double process of ‘inventing’ the other and partly
adopting its otherness thus became dominant in modern Western perceptions of Eastern
Europe.70 The same process was observed vis-à-vis the Orient in general, including the
European parts of Turkey, which led to the formation of the ideology of ‘Orientalism’.71 The
same was also true in relation to the Balkans and the relevant ideology of ‘Balkanism’.72
Ironically enough, some of the Western clichés about the East have sometimes been adopted
as self-images and promoted by contemporary radicals in Eastern Europe, as was the case
with the paramilitary leader Zeljko Raznatovich alias Arkan (assassinated in January 2000) in
Serbia or with the nationalist politician Vladimir Zhirinovsky in Russia.
It has become evident from the foregoing discussion, we hope, that an understanding of
contemporary Orthodox anti-Westernism requires a systematic analysis of the events and the
conflicts of the past, which have been perpetuated in the collective memory of the Orthodox
world. One can, for example, barely capture the background behind the Orthodox reactions
against the visit of the Pope to Greece73 and to Ukraine74 in 2001 without taking history into
consideration. The same pertains to the Serbian vivid memories of the genocide committed by
Ustashe Croats during World War II.75 Thus, the past is constantly being re-enacted through
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appropriate rituals and still remains a focus for prospective orientation for the Orthodox. The
former President of the European Union, Jacques Delors, wrote once about the ideologies of
exclusion within the very culture of the member states inhibiting European integration.76 This
may refer to the Orthodox case too. Yet, the Orthodox policy of exclusion is mitigated to a
large degree by several other factors, which contribute to the contradictory phenomena
discussed above.

The Bearers of Orthodox Anti-Westernism
Anti- and pro-Westernism operate at different levels and may very well coexist. It is thus
not surprising to observe differing and contradictory notions of Europe among the Orthodox.
On the one hand, there is a polemical notion of Europe, in which a demarcation line is drawn
between East and West. In this case, Europe signifies mostly the ‘others’ living in the West.
On the other hand, there is also another normative and ethical notion Europe, which is mostly
identified with the economic and other kinds of aid expected by Eastern Europeans on the part
of the European Union. This paradox can be illustrated by an example taken from the
monastic community of Mount Athos, in which after the Great Schism anti-Western attitudes
prevailed. In 1999 this monastic community thus officially prohibited the President of the
Pontifical Council for the Promotion of Christian Unity, Cardinal Edward Cassidy, from
visiting Mount Athos. In recent years strong criticism was also voiced against the European
Union, usually within an apocalyptic frame. Yet, the same monks are generally very eager to
receive large amounts of money from the European Union in order to restore their timehonoured monastic community, a fact which in recent years resulted in an unprecedented
modernisation and ‘worldliness’ of this bastion of Orthodox tradition.77 This peculiar situation
again attests to the present relevance of these bipolar Orthodox attitudes towards the West and
to the variety of motives underlying them.
Aside from this, it should not be forgotten that Eastern Orthodox Europe is ethnically,
politically and religiously quite complex.78 Even in countries with a predominant Orthodox
population, anti-Westernism remains an isolated factor and not the strongest one. PanOrthodox visions against the West may be attractive, influential and valid for a while, but
Orthodox countries in the end follow the path of Realpolitik or pragmatism in agreement with
the international (Western) community. This was the case for both Russia and Greece during
the Yugoslav wars, despite the widespread pro-Serbian sentiments among their respective
populations.79 On the other hand, this Realpolitik hardly signifies the taming of anti-Western
feelings among Orthodox believers. The specific bearers of anti-Western mentality in
Orthodox countries are equally diverse and multifaceted.
Firstly, there are some groups, which have traditionally been anti-Western and still
continue mutatis mutandis the same attitude nowadays. These include the various groups of
Orthodox rigorists (fundamentalists), such as the broad and diffused current of the Old
Calendarists in Greece. Another group that is very critical of the West includes, as already
mentioned above, Orthodox monks (e.g., on Mount Athos in Greece or in Sergiev Posad in
Russia after 1991), who often keep close contacts with the Orthodox rigorists.80
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Secondly, anti-Western views are also widely found among various Orthodox educated
clerics and theologians, who criticise the West on another level and with the help of more
sophisticated arguments and theories.81
Thirdly, anti-Western attitudes may be found in various forms among certain intellectuals
and writers who are directly or indirectly influenced by the Orthodox tradition and look for
Orthodox (Russian, Greek or otherwise) specificity and uniqueness through a demarcation
from the West. This is the case of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, who has always presented the
West as a source of disappointments and humiliations for Russia, as an untrustworthy partner
and as an enemy of the Russian nation.82
Fourthly, the official hierarchy of the Church presents a rather mixed image on this issue.
Some hierarchs may show a predilection for anti-Western attitudes, not least due to their ties
with Orthodox monks and rigorists (e.g., Metropolitan Augustinos Kantiotis of Florina,
Greece). But in general the Church hierarchy tries to convey a positive image abroad 83 by
holding a more conciliatory attitude towards the West without, however, putting at stake the
basic tenets of the Orthodox tradition. This position has again been criticised by monks and
rigorists, for they are adamant in keeping an uncompromising and negative stance towards the
West.
Finally, as far as the wider mass of Orthodox believers is concerned, these are influenced
to some degree by the surrounding anti-Western climate, but their overall behaviour usually
exhibits the cultural ‘schizophrenia’ between xenophilia and xenophobia.84 Yet, their antiWesternism presents a lot of facets and cannot be attributed to religious reasons alone, since
other motives (e.g., psychological, political, social, cultural) may sometimes play a more vital
role. After all, many Orthodox are, for example, hardly familiar with the particular theological
differences between Orthodoxy and Roman Catholicism and their anti-Westernism is
primarily not religiously motivated. All in all, this diversity among the Orthodox bearers of
the anti-Western spirit attests to the enhanced complexity of the issue under examination.

The Ideologisation and the Implicit Forms of Orthodox Anti-Westernism
The same complexity pertains equally to the multiple and diverse functions of antiWesternism, which are not always of a religious nature. To be more specific, in some cases
anti-Westernism represents a convenient means for providing ready-made answers and outlets
for various problems of the Orthodox world. In this way, major problems of the Orthodox
East are uncritically attributed to the pernicious influence of the West, religious or otherwise.
This mechanism of alleviating personal responsibility and guilt feelings by constantly
externalising the main sources of evil (here the West) is a typical phenomenon in the
Orthodox East as well as being a form of diverting social dissatisfaction and unrest. This
phenomenon clearly points to the ideologisation of the entire debate between East and West,
which has already been evident within the contradictory attitudes of many Orthodox towards
the West. The antithesis between East and West is often invented, artificially construed and
deliberately exaggerated by many Orthodox clerics, theologians and intellectuals in order to
make the incommensurability of the two worlds even greater. The criteria adduced to separate
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the two worlds are in many cases fictitious, generalised and abstract, and so they can hardly
be supported by solid historical research. The need to look constantly for various demarcation
criteria from the West is omnipresent and in the Orthodox East has actually turned into a kind
of a collective neurosis.
In order to understand the ideologisation of the whole matter, we may consider the
enormous diversity of criteria used to locate the allegedly authentic Orthodox elements and
separate them from the Western influences (e.g., G. Florovsky’s theory of the
‘pseudomorphosis’ of Russian Orthodox theology85). If, however, one closely examines the
Orthodox anti-Western arguments, one cannot escape from observing their often
contradictory evaluations. In the end, one is often left with a big question mark as to what is
Orthodox and what is not. For example, an Orthodox theologian of the past is considered by
some as being genuinely Orthodox, while other see him as a pure Westerniser. This is the case
with Feofan Prokopovich (1681-1736) and his contribution to the Church reform of Peter the
Great.86 This signifies that the criteria used to locate authentic Orthodoxy are mostly
subjective and that in many cases anti-Westernism is an artificial construct of the present,
which is conveniently projected into the past in order to legitimate specific positions and
ambitions. The same also pertains to the generalising claims and categorisations about East
and West (e.g., the rationalistic West versus the affectionate East; the individualistic West
versus the communitarian East), promoted by many Orthodox who put emphasis upon the
incompatibility between the two parts of Christendom. Although there may be some truth in
the above arguments, the way they are presented within the anti-Western paradigm is
misleading and deliberately perpetuates the disjunction of the two worlds.87
Needless to say, anti-Westernism in Orthodox cultures is not the sole attitude towards the
West within the wider ecclesiastical organism. In fact, there are many other more friendly
attitudes on the part of Orthodox Church hierarchy towards the West. In their joint message in
Athens in May 2001 Pope John Paul II and Archbishop of Greece Christodoulos made
positive reference to the European Union and emphasised the need to preserve the religious
and national identity of the nation members as well as to keep the Christian roots of Europe
intact.88 The picture conveyed by such declarations hardly conforms to Orthodox antiWesternism, which should, however, not be overestimated as the single and most powerful
element in the Orthodox world. Yet, we should take into consideration that in today’s
globalised environment ecclesiastical diplomacy is hardly indicative of the actual but hidden
dispositions and intentions of certain Orthodox actors. The outward image conveyed by
Orthodox prelates to outsiders does not always reveal inward attitudes and practices. All these
diversifications clearly illustrate why one should examine all forms of Orthodox antiWesternism with great care and sensitivity. For example, there is widespread tension between
the Orthodox residing in the motherland and the Orthodox residing abroad - in our case,
mostly in the West. The theological production, the attitudes and the positions of the latter are
not necessarily accepted by the former. The gap dividing motherland and diaspora, despite the
common Orthodox bond, is in some cases unbridgeable. A basic reason for this phenomenon
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is found in the fact that the diaspora has closer ties to the West. Therefore, the suspicion
concerning its direct or indirect contamination by the West is constantly present in the minds
of certain Orthodox.
Such cases have been observed both in the past and the present. In the sixteenth century,
when printing was barely existent in Russia, there was some mistrust about Greek liturgical
books that were printed in Roman Catholic Venice.89 More recently, in the 1990s there have
been tensions between certain Orthodox rigorists from Greece and the Greek Orthodox
Archdiocese of Australia because of the latter’s allegedly modernist attitudes. This situation
has created conflicting factions there, a fact which has caused the intervention of the
Patriarchate of Constantinople. In another case, some ‘heretical’ books from the seminary
library in Ekaterinburg (Russia) written by ‘modernist’ Russian theologians abroad
(Alexander Schmemann, John Meyendorff) as well as by Father Aleksandr Men’ were burnt
on 5 May 1998 under the instruction of the diocesan council chaired by the local bishop
Nikon.90 This autodafé in the seminary courtyard was an isolated incident incited by a rigorist
bishop. But it was given much publicity by the mass media and may be explained to some
degree by the present differences between the Russian Orthodox Church and the Russian
Orthodox Church outside Russia. Many of the Russian theologians abroad are ecumenicallyoriented and more open towards international developments, religious or otherwise. In all
these cases we can trace elements of an anti-Western mentality and practice, which are not
only directed against the West itself, but also against anything that had entered in relation to
it. In this respect, it is vital to distinguish between explicit and implicit forms of antiWesternism. The first one may be propagated and disseminated openly and thus can be more
easily detected. The second one is more difficult to trace, because it may exist - also
unintentionally - in latent forms, even in apparently pro-Western Orthodox attitudes. The
latter case is therefore even more interesting, for it shows the wide range of anti-Western
mentalities within the Orthodox world.

Orthodox Anti-Westernism: The Need for a Comparative Research Agenda
Despite the fact that Orthodox anti-Westernism has already been examined within
specific socio-cultural contexts (in Byzantium, Greece, Russia, Romania etc.) and from
various perspectives, a more holistic approach to this phenomenon from a comparative
perspective is still missing. Scholarly research in this domain has so far produced quite
interesting and useful results. But these have to be integrated into a broader and more
meaningful comparative framework. As far as Greece is concerned, there is a study by a
theologian and philosopher, Christos Yannaras91, who personifies the anti-Western critique in
the contemporary Greek world par excellence.92 Yet, this interesting study, which considers
the relationship between East and West since the late Byzantine times, remains bound to the
Greek situation alone and does not treat parallel processes in other Orthodox countries. On the
other hand, it is an examination of the whole issue from a value-oriented perspective - the
West as a problem for the Orthodox East. This drawback diminishes significantly the validity
of Yannaras’ overall theory and specific arguments.
As far as Serbia is concerned, there is a recent study on the ideas of Bishop Nikolaj
Velimirovich (1880-1956), who extolled the role and the significance of the Serbian people
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for Europe and who had almost sacralised the Serbian nation. In this way Serbia was given a
messianic and salvific mission, which had to be implemented for the sake of the Western
world. The latter was then presented in need of salvation, which had to come again ex oriente,
i.e., from Orthodoxy.93 But a comparative perspective on this sort of Orthodox mission, which
is widespread in the various Orthodox cultures, is again missing. For example, the same sense
of a special messianic role of the Orthodox is found explicitly in the Russian case. 94 Among
the Slavophiles and their specific Russian-centred perspective there was an intention to
transcend the opposition to the West and to ‘russify’ Europe. Seen from this optic, Russia’s
mission was to take from the West solely the best elements – according to its specific
character and spirit –, to ‘russify’ them and to give them back to Europe. In this way, the
latter would be ‘cleaned’ and saved from the evils of the past. 95 In addition with regard to
Russia, there is a classical study by the eminent theologian Georgy Florovsky on the
development of Russian theology and its contacts with the West.96 There Florovsky has
tackled the issue of the Western influences upon Eastern Christianity and coined the term
‘pseudomorphosis’ to discredit them. Since then this term has been established in many
Orthodox anti-Western discourses, although it has been criticised from a Western point of
view as both misleading and biased.97 But again Florovsky’s detailed study refers basically to
a single Orthodox culture and country, namely Russia, and is structured along the East-West
polarisation.
What is missing, therefore, is the comparative analysis and examination of two or more
Orthodox cultures not only in terms of anti-Western discourses and practices, but also in
terms of their interrelations, the transfer of ideas from one Orthodox culture to the other and
their differences. In this way, the inter-Orthodox exchange of anti-Westernisms may come to
light and many trans-Orthodox aspects of this phenomenon will be revealed.
This diagnosis with regard to the present research gap also has another methodological
background. A scholarly examination of the whole issue should not simply reproduce the
basic feature of the research object, namely the polarity between East and West. Rather, it
should also examine the ways in which the entire research object is constituted; in other
words, the internal operations, influences and interactions between the different Orthodox
cultures in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe from the point of view of anti-Westernism. In
addition, one has to look at how the West is construed at this level as a picture puzzle, how
this image is transferred between Orthodox cultures and the consequences resulting from all
these. If an element is transferred from one Orthodox culture to another, its original form,
significance and function may change radically. The complexity of this subject matter and the
many factors playing a role here thus bring us to the point when it is more appropriate to
speak of anti-Westernisms (in plural) and to examine their mutual relations.
To be more specific, modern Greek Orthodox anti-Westernism has been influenced by
the critique of the West among the Russian Orthodox emigration, which has additionally led
to a neo-Patristic revival in Greece. Several Greek theologians have studied in Paris at the
Institut de Théologie Orthodoxe Saint-Serge and have had close contacts with the eminent
Russian theologians teaching there. They also openly acknowledged their spiritual debt to
Russian theology.98 In Yannaras’ words, Russian Orthodoxy helped him to understand the
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Westernisation of the Greek Orthodox Church and theology as well as to look for the
authentic sources of Orthodoxy in earlier times.99 It is not accidental, therefore, that the
Palamite renaissance in Greece since the 1960s was very much influenced by the earlier
discovery of Gregory Palamas by the Russian theologians (J. Meyendorff and others). Yet,
this appropriation has been adjusted to the needs and idiosyncrasies of the Greek situation,
while the consequences were typical of the nature of the specific Greek milieu.
Moreover, in the Serbian case, we can locate two major sources of anti-Westernism: one
comes from Russia and is influenced by Slavophile thinking. This is clear in Justin
Popovich’s book on Dostoevsky and his critique of the West, which has been re-edited today
in a virulent anti-Western context.100 Of great significance for the spread of the Russian
influence upon Serbia was the interwar period (1920s-1930s) when many Russian theologians
had emigrated there. Popovich (1894-1978), who lived banished until his death in a
monastery due to his critique of Communism, represented the expression of Serbian antiWesternism par excellence and is nowadays well-known not only in Serbia, but also among
theological circles in Russia and in Greece. The other source of Serbian anti-Westernism
comes from Greece and the traditional Byzantine background. Many of Popovich’s students
(Atanasije Yevtich, Amfilohije Radovich, Ireneje Bulovich) studied in Greece, thus became
deeply familiar with Greek Orthodox culture and its Byzantine heritage, and propagated antiWestern ideas from the 1980s onwards. These various lines of trans-Orthodox influence are
again in need of a systematic comparative study.
As far as Russia is concerned, it is vital to examine further its particular relation to and
appropriation of the Byzantine tradition. For example, the nineteenth century-philosopher
Ivan Kireevsky (1806-1856) is known for his critique of Western rationality as ‘one-sided’
(odnostoronnii) and ‘abstract’ (otorvannyi). His parallel method reflecting that of Schelling is
also well-known. In addition, his inspiration from his reading of the Greek Church Fathers has
also not been forgotten. Scholars often cite an anecdote from his life related to his wife. She
was a spiritual child of St. Serafim of Sarov. One day she told her husband that everything he
learned from Schelling she had already known from another source, namely from the Church
Fathers.101 If we take this anecdote to be true, we still do not know what exactly were her
recommended readings from the Church Fathers and what Kireevsky actually read. The fact
that Kireevsky tried to re-unite the structure of the bipolar thought initiated by the Great
Schism is an Orthodox common good. But from where exactly does his argument come that
Scholasticism has been the first clear realisation of this Schism? Are Kireevsky’s
commonplaces on Thomas Aquinas and the ‘twisting of words’ (slovopreniya) of
Scholasticism taken from the popular anti-Western theology of his day or are they derived
directly from Byzantine sources? For instance, a detailed examination of the critique of
Thomas Aquinas by Varlaam of Calabria and Neilos Kavasilas 102 on the one hand, and
Kireevsky’s arguments on the other does not exist. The reception of the early Church Fathers
and Byzantine theology among the circle of Paisii Velichkovsky and later by the monastery
Optina Pustyn’, which was often visited by Kireevsky (and other anti-Western philosophers
like Leont’ev and writers like Dostoevsky), is not sufficiently examined. It goes without
saying that this pertains to the potential modern reception of an old Byzantine pattern of antiWestern argumentation.
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Bearing this in mind, it is important to locate, here, the two main processes of Orthodox
anti-Western exchange. Firstly, there are vertical influences coming from the main stream and
original Orthodox culture or, in other words, from Byzantium and its traditional opposition to
the West, which can be found in various open and latent forms in many contemporary
Orthodox cultures. Secondly, there are also horizontal influences between these cultures in the
wake of their mutual contact and interaction. The ways in which anti-Western material is
appropriated, transformed and articulated vary considerably within those cultures.
In Greece, for instance, there is an unparalleled continuity with the ancient classical
tradition as well as a claim for an exclusive occupation of Byzantium and the Patristic
tradition. In addition, the anti-Westernism of the Old Calendarists and of neo-Orthodoxy are
rather typical Greek phenomena.
Regarding Slavic cultures as a whole, we could first mention the interrelated phenomena
of Pan-Orthodoxism and Panslavism, which are connected with a specific calling of the Slavic
peoples. In the particular case of Russia, we could mention the notion of Moscow as being the
Third Rome, the anti-Westernism of the Old Believers, the Slavophile movement, the later
Eurasianism, and the theological emigration to the West after the October Revolution.
In the Serbian case, we could refer to the interaction and competition between the
supranational notion of pravoslavlje (Orthodoxy) and the specific Serbian national element of
svetosavlje (centred on St. Sava Nemanja, who in 1219 created the first independent Serbian
Archdiocese, a fact closely associated with the first Serbian state103). The latter term was
created in the interwar period and originated in the ranks of professors and students of the
Theological Faculty in Belgrade. In this way, svetosavlje represents Orthodox Christianity in
its Serbian form and experience, as this has been realised and expressed in the lives of the
most eminent representatives of the Serbian nation and especially by Saint Sava Nemanja.
Further, in the Ukraine and in Romania anti-Westernism is intrinsically connected to the
strong presence of Uniatism in both countries (in Western Ukraine and Transylvania). 104 In
Bulgaria, which is also a special case105, Serbia, Romania and Greece there have historically
been some thoughts about a potential Balkan confederation as a counterreaction to Western
political and cultural influences.106 This was thought to represent a form of continuation of the
‘Byzantine Commonwealth’, which continued to exist under Ottoman rule until it was
destroyed by the emergent nationalism in the nineteenth century. This vision of a transOrthodox coalition should not, however, obfuscate the fact that historically there has been a
long tension and rivalry between the Byzantine-Greek and Slavic (especially Russian) forms
of Orthodoxy and their respective ecclesiastical institutions. Basically this entire conflict
pertains to the struggle for primacy and supremacy within the Orthodox world as a whole.
Finally, in Greece there is another model of a future coalition, namely the building of an
‘intermediate region’ (ενδιάμεζος περιοχή) between East and West based on unambiguous
anti-Western orientations by setting up a Greek-Turkish confederation.107 A preference for the
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Turkish element and concomitant Turkophile feelings within an anti-Western frame do exist
in other Orthodox countries too, such as in Russia (Ivan Peresvetov, Konstantin Leontyev).
Apart from the above incomplete list of Orthodox national anti-Western specificities, we
can still discern certain basic trans-Orthodox characteristics of anti-Westernism in the light of
the foregoing overall discussion. To mention a few important ones: the inner logic of antiWestern discourse and arguments; the use of Orthodoxy as a compensatory mechanism to
overcome Eastern European deficits and to minimise Western progress and superiority; the
formation of academic theology in the Orthodox world under Western influences; the general
depiction of the West as a threat to, and conspiring force against, Orthodoxy; the idea of a just
suffering (from the West, the Ottomans etc.); anti-Westernism in the wake of social evolution
and change and the ‘secularisation’ of Orthodox opposition to the West (e.g., anti-rationalism,
anti-individualism, anti-formalism, anti-modernism); the politicisation and instrumentalisation
of Orthodox anti-Westernism in the context of various anti-acculturation policies; the impact
of Orthodox anti-Westernism upon the disputed ‘Europeanness’ of Eastern Europe; Orthodox
solidarity and cooperation on issues of common interest in critical historical moments, despite
inter-Orthodox dissensions, and the building of an Orthodox front against the West; the
mysticism of the past, namely the romantic regression processes towards idealised and
allegedly paradisiacal pre-modern conditions and the necessity to revitalise them nowadays
(e.g., modernisation as a re-Hellenisation; the search for alternative social structures such as
the Byzantine communities or the Slavic zadruga, artel’ and mir); the construction of
‘progressive’ models of social organisation and utopias based on the indigenous culture (e.g.,
utopian models of a third way) and as alternatives to Western models of social and economic
modernisation; Orthodox communitarianism versus Western individualism; the sacralisation
of nation, the strong interplay between church and politics, and the rise of nationalist
discourses, Greek and Slavic alike (e.g., Panslavism with its expressions of Pan-Russianism
and Pan-Serbism; Neo-Orthodoxy and Greekness); historiosophical interpretations of
Orthodox history; and the particular Orthodox sense of being an elect people among the
Christian nations and of having a salvific mission to fulfil towards the West and the rest of the
world. All these attest to the importance of the multiform phenomenon of Orthodox antiWesternism, whose comparative examination is perhaps nowadays more needed than ever
before in order to capture the significance of an important factor shaping Orthodox culture in
Eastern and South-Eastern Europe.
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